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Floccular Complex Spike Response
to Transparent Retinal Slip
1982; Raymond and Lisberger, 1998). In this view, the
CFs carry a signal that encodes the error between actual
and optimal motor output. The fact that CF inputs can
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modify the strength of PF/P cell synapses in vitro sup-Erasmus University Rotterdam
ports this view (Ito et al., 1982; Linden, 1994). This modifi-P.O. Box 1738
cation is guided by relatively simple learning rules (e.g.,3000 DR Rotterdam
Linden and Connor, 1995). The classic Marr-Albus-ItoThe Netherlands
model of cerebellar function states that coactivation of
the (CF) synapse and parallel fiber synapses leads to
long-term depression (LTD) of the activated parallel fi-Summary
ber-Purkinje neuron synapses.
CF projections to the flocculus are a classic exampleThe flocculus of the rabbit is involved in the plasticity
in support of the theory that the signals that are carriedof compensatory eye movements. It is generally as-
by CFs are indeed suitable for teaching the correct mo-sumed that the climbing fiber input to floccular Pur-
tor response. Complex spikes of floccular Purkinje cellskinje cells encodes “retinal slip,” which in turn would
have been recorded in anaesthetized rabbits during ro-be a measure for the oculomotor performance error.
tatory visual stimulation. The modulation of the complexTo test this, we used transparent motion stimuli, creat-
firing rate in these experiments correlated well with theing a retinal slip signal that broke up this relation.
velocity of the retinal slip, i.e., movement of the environ-We recorded the ensuing oculomotor behavior and
ment with respect to the retina (Graf et al., 1988). CFcomplex spike activity of floccular Purkinje cells. Com-
activity has a clear retinal slip direction preference, withplex spike modulation in response to transparent stim-
optimal sensitivity for rotations about axes that are colin-ulation was identical to that of a single optokinetic
ear with the orientation of one of the three semicircularpattern, despite considerably different retinal slip.
canals. P cells with identical direction sensitivities areThese results suggest that the climbing fiber code may
located in separate zones, dedicated to rotation aboutbe effectively related to the eye movement perfor-
the vertical axis (VA zone) and about the ipsilateral ante-mance error, rather than to retinal slip.
rior canal axis, respectively.
Retinal slip is considered to be equal to the errorIntroduction
of a compensating smooth eye movement: a perfect
compensatory eye movement locks the eye perfectly toThe flocculus of the rabbit is critically involved in the
the visual scene, and produces no retinal slip. The moregeneration and the plasticity of compensatory eye
the eye movement deviates from the movement of themovements, such as the optokinetic (OKR) and the ves-
visual scene, the larger the ensuing slip. However, thistibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). Physical and chemical inacti-
one-to-one relation between retinal slip and error in per-vation of the flocculus has shown to cause a decrease
formance only holds under specific circumstances. Inin the response gain (defined as the ratio between re-
many conditions retinal slip does not represent the per-sponse velocity and stimulus velocity) of both VOR and
formance error in the eye movement. Instead, some formOKR (Collewijn, 1976; Barmack et al., 1980; Barmack
of signal processing is necessary to produce the desiredand Pettorossi, 1985; van Neerven et al., 1989) and a
error signal from retinal slip.blockade of adaptation of the VOR and OKR to new
As an example, consider a monkey that pursues a
sensorimotor conditions (Ito, 1993).
target that moves over a stationary structured back-
The organization of the flocculus is similar to all other
ground. The better the animal pursues the target, the
areas in the cerebellar cortex. It receives two major more slip across the retina occurs, caused by the sta-
sources of input: (1) climbing fiber projections (CF) origi- tionary background. In the monkey, units have been
nate in the inferior olive (IO), and project directly to the found in the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) that are
floccular Purkinje cells (P cells). Climbing fiber activation sensitive to the slip signal that is produced by the sta-
results in complex spiking in the P cells; (2) the mossy tionary background (Ilg and Hoffmann, 1996). The same
fibers originate in a variety of nuclei, including the medial units project to the IO. If the IO would relay these signals
vestibular nucleus (MVN) and the Nucleus Prepositus to the flocculus, the climbing fibers would not signal
Hypoglossi (NPH). They project through the parallel fi- the error of the oculomotor response, but rather the
bers (PF) and floccular interneurons on the P cells, caus- opposite. Unfortunately, climbing fiber activity has not
ing simple spikes. The vestibular nuclei (VN) are the main been measured under these circumstances.
target of the P cells, which form the sole output of the This example demonstrates an important general prin-
flocculus. ciple: the strict relation between slip and performance
The role of the climbing fiber signals in cerebellar error is only true if the visual system is confronted with
processing is a topic of vivid debate (for review: Simpson one flow velocity at the time. Eye movements cannot
et al., 1996). Many groups assign a role as teacher signal compensate for all visual flow on the retina if multiple
to the CF inputs (the “learning hypothesis,” e.g., Ito, flow velocities are simultaneously present. Such circum-
stances occur commonly in daily life as a result of paral-
lax or of transparent motion. In other words, a one-to-1 Correspondence: frens@fys.fgg.eur.nl
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one relation between retinal slip and performance error
of compensatory eye movements only exists when all
objects in a visual scene are at the same distance to an
observer, and when they do not move with respect to
each other.
We hypothesize that floccular complex spikes do not
encode retinal slip, but rather represent the error in ocu-
lomotor performance. This would enable mechanisms
such as LTD to shape the oculomotor response to an
optimal value. To test this hypothesis, we recorded eye
movements and floccular Purkinje cell activity in rabbits,
while presenting two transparent flow patterns. If CF
modulation is driven by retinal slip, the full set of flow
patterns should determine the response. If CF signals
relate to performance error, the modulation should be
determined by the pattern that drives the eye move-
ments. The exact prediction of what the CF do depends Figure 1. Raw Eye Position Traces (Rabbit P)
on the actual oculomotor behavior of the rabbits under Eye position traces in response to various stimuli that were used in
this paper.such circumstances (see later).
(A1) Response to a single moving pattern.
(A2) Response to transparent stimulus that evoked eye movementsResults
similarly to the single moving pattern.
(A3) Response to transparent stimulus that did not evoke eye move-
Behavior ments.
(A4) Stimulus position.The two visual stimulus patterns that were presented
(B and C) Two examples of eye movement behavior in response tosimultaneously consisted of random dots that were pan-
transparent stimulation. Plot of the response gain as a function oforamically projected around the rabbit. One of the stimu-
normalized luminance (see text). Note that the responses underlus patterns was stationary with respect to the head of
transparency are very similar to either a single moving pattern (NL
the rabbit, whereas the other oscillated about the verti- 1) or to a stationary pattern (NL  1). TS is the highest NL value
cal axis at a frequency of 0.1 Hz with an amplitude of where no movement occurs; TM is the lowest NL value where the
eye moves, and SP is the response to a single pattern.2.5. The gain of the oculomotor response of the animal
was manipulated by varying the luminance of the moving
pattern between trials (Mathoera et al., 1999).
1), the retinal slip in these conditions is considerablyThe eye movement behavior of the animals in re-
different. This is schematically shown in Figure 2. Whensponse to transparent motion stimulation was similar to
a single optokinetic pattern moves, the overall retinalwhat we reported before (Mathoera et al., 1999). De-
slip direction is approximately in phase with the stimuluspending on the luminance of both patterns, the eyes
(Figure 2A). This is because the response gain (eyefollowed with a response gain that was virtually constant
movement amplitude/ stimulus amplitude) is alwaysduring a trial (Figure 1A). Throughout this paper, we
smaller than 1. We find response gains in the order ofdescribe the stimulus luminance as a relative value: nor-
0.5 to 0.7 with the chosen movement parameters in thismalized luminance (NL)  (Lm Ls)/(Lm  Ls), where Lm
study. (see Figure 1). These values are in line with theand Ls are the luminances of the moving and the station-
literature (Collewijn, 1969). The consequence of theary pattern. We have shown before that NL is the param-
value of this gain is that the retinal slip velocity is abouteter that determines the response of a rabbit to transpar-
half the stimulus velocity relative to the environment.ent stimuli (Mathoera et al., 1999).
When the rabbit makes an identical movement in re-Figures 1B and 1C show that the oculomotor behavior
sponse to a transparent stimulus (for instance in the TMwas comparable to the response to a single optokinetic
condition), the dots of the stationary pattern create anpattern (NL 1) at higher values of NL, whereas the eyes
additional slip pattern slip that moves exactly in count-were not moving at lower values of NL. The transition
erphase to the slip that is generated by the movingbetween these two states occurred over a short trajec-
pattern (Figure 2B), with similar speeds. At TS, whentory of luminances, and was often complete within one
the eyes do not move, a slip pattern is present on themeasured step of NL. This means that in the majority
retina, which moves in phase with the moving patternof transparent conditions the eye movement behavior
and has a retinal velocity that equals the stimulus veloc-was either very similar to the behavior in response to
ity in space (Figure 2C).the stationary pattern alone (NL  1), or to a single
One critical test to compare performance error codingmoving pattern (SP, NL  1). However, the NL values
with retinal slip coding is to compare the CS modulationat which the shift from one type of behavior to the other
at SP and at TM.occurred varied between animals and from day to day
(1) If retinal slip is encoded, the response at TM should(Figures 1B and 1C). For each recording, we marked
be determined by the two slip patterns. The CS modula-these values TM (transparent moving) and TS (transpar-
tion by a single pattern can be written as:ent stationary), respectively. TM varied between 0.2
and 0.6 and TS between 0.4 and 0.4. MSP  Am sin(0.1t  φ)Although the oculomotor behavior at TM is virtually
identical to the response to a single pattern (see Figure where t is time (s), Am is the modulation amplitude
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Figure 2. Schematic Retinal Slip
(A) Retinal slip due to a single moving pattern. Here, we schemati-
cally show the relation between a stimulus and the ensuing slip
signal. The upper graph shows the movement of the stimulus in
head centered coordinates. When the eye compensates for this
movement with a gain smaller than 1 (0.5 in this example), the slip
in retinal coordinates is reduced (see lower panels) and is in the
same direction as the stimulus. For sinusoidal stimulation this results
in a slip signal that is in phase with the stimulus.
(B) Retinal slip at TM. Due to the movement of the eyes, the dots of
the stationary pattern (open circles) now move in retinal coordinates,
creating retinal slip. This slip is exactly in counterphase to the slip
that is due to the moving dots (filled circles). Note that in the real
stimulus both the moving and stationary pattern consisted of white
luminous dots.
(C) Retinal slip at TS. Because the eyes do not move, no compensa-
tion for slip occurs. Therefore the slip is in phase with SP, but at a
higher velocity. TS, TM, and SP correspond to the values depicted
in Figures 1B and 1C.
Figure 3. Complex Spike Modulation
(A) Shows a raw recording trace. Complex spikes are indicated with
(spikes/s), and φ (rad) is the phase of the response. arrows. The short downward deflections are simple spikes. Note
that the CS are easily distinguishable, and cause a pause in theBecause addition of a stationary pattern causes slip
simple spike firing.in counterphase, and assuming that both modulation
(C) Shows the response of the complex spikes to a single optokineticcomponents add linearly, the general formula describing
pattern. The histogram represents values averaged over ten cycles.
the modulation at TM is: The sine has been fitted through the data.
(B) Shows that the peak of the CS modulation is roughly in phase
MTM  AM sin(0.1t  φ)  AS sin(0.1t  φ  ) with the maximum velocity of the stimulus (thin line) and the eye
 (AM  AS) sin(0.1t  φ) (thick line). Note the different time scale of (A)–(C).
where As is the modulation component that is caused
by the stationary pattern. Two possible outcomes are motor performance, the response at TM should be equal
to the response at SP, because the difference betweenpossible. (a) If Am  As, the cell responds stronger to
the moving pattern than to the stationary pattern. As a the pattern that drives the eye movements and the actual
movement is the same in both conditions. In otherresult, the modulation amplitude should decrease,
but the phase of the response should remain the same. words, the prediction of this hypothesis is that As 0.
To distinguish between performance error and retinal(b) However, if As  Am, the phase of the response
changes over 180 (Am As  0). The amplitude can in slip coding, one has to compare both phase and ampli-
tude of the CS responses in the TM and SP conditions.principle increase and decrease, depending on whether
| Am As |  A1. A systematically decreased in-phase modulation ampli-
tude at TM or a 180 phase shift of arbitrary amplitudeBecause the eye movement gain is in the order of 0.5,
the slip velocities that are caused by the two patterns are predicted by retinal slip coding, whereas the perfor-
mance error hypothesis predicts that the modulationsare similar, though in opposing phase. Consequently,
the slip signals should more or less cancel each other at TM and SP are identical in both amplitude and phase.
(AmAs). Therefore, the most likely prediction of a retinal
slip code is a decreased CF modulation amplitude and Complex Spike Modulation
We successfully recorded from 138 Purkinje cells in thea CF modulation phase that is either in phase or in
counterphase (but not in between), with respect to the VA zones of 11 flocculi while monitoring eye position.
Twenty-eight of these units could be recorded longresponse to a single moving pattern.
(2). If the CS modulation encodes an error in the oculo- enough to reliably determine the complex spike modula-
Neuron
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Figure 4. CS Modulation as a Result of
Transparent Stimulation
Spike histogram of unit U8L at SP (NL  1;
[A]), TM (NL  0; [B]), and TS (NL  0.2;
[C]), with a fitted sine imposed. The frequency
of the fitted sine equals the frequency of the
stimulus (0.1 Hz). The amplitude and phase
are fitted values. Note that the modulation in
(A) and (B) is virtually identical. Here, the rab-
bit makes virtually identical movements (gain
0.60 and 0.58, respectively), despite consid-
erably different slip patterns on the retina. At
TS the eyes did not move, and no significant
CS modulation was present. (D) shows the
response to TS stimulation with an amplitude
of 1.25. Here, there is no modulation, despite
the retinal slip that is very similar to the slip
in (B).
tion over a sufficient number of transparent conditions One may argue that the moving pattern at TS gener-
ates retinal slip with a higher velocity than in SP (see(24 cells from the left flocculus, 4 from the right).
Figure 3 shows an example of the modulation of the Figure 2). This may cause the CS to respond differently.
However, the maximum slip velocity under this conditioncomplex spikes over time in the SP condition. The modu-
lation did not cause “clipping,” i.e., completely silencing is 1.6/s, which is well within the dynamic range that is
encoded by climbing fiber modulation in the anaesthe-the climbing fiber input while rotating to the nonpre-
ferred direction. This demonstrates that the CS modula- tized rabbit (Graf et al., 1988). We conclude, therefore,
that CS modulation is actively suppressed at TS.tion of the P cells was not driven into saturation. It
also enabled us to fit a sine function through the spike To make this point even stronger, we stimulated five
neurons with the same stimulus intensities as used forhistogram. The phase and amplitude of this sine were
taken as the phase and amplitude of the CS modulation. the TS recording, while moving the moving pattern at
half the amplitude (1.25). This causes a set of retinalSine fits with an r2 0.5 were considered to represent
a significant spike modulation. slip velocities that is very similar to the slip velocities
that are present at TM. Nonetheless, no modulation wasAn example of the modulation of a representative P
cell at SP, TM, and TS is shown in Figure 4. In this found under these conditions (Figure 4D). This is in con-
trast to our observations at the TM condition. Also, thisrepresentative neuron, there is hardly any difference in
the amplitude of the modulation of the CS in the SP (1.0 result is in disagreement with the prediction of retinal
slip coding.sp/s, A) and in the TM (1.1 sp/s, B) condition. The phase
difference is 8. Thus, the firing behavior has hardly In conclusion, no systematic effect of the stationary
pattern on the response at TM could be observed, andchanged, despite the considerably different flow pattern
in the two conditions (see Figure 2). At TS no significant likewise no effect of the moving pattern at TS. The same
is true for all measured transparent conditions at NLmodulation was observed (0.06 sp/s; r2 0.04; C).
The phase differences in the CS modulation between values larger than TM and smaller than TS, respectively
(data not shown).the TM and the SP condition of all (N  28) neurons are
shown in Figure 5A. None of the neurons changed its
phase over 180 (so Am  As). In five neurons, a small Discussion
but significant (r2  0.5) modulation was also present at
TS. As expected, this modulation was also in phase with This paper studies climbing fiber input to the cerebellar
flocculus, while “performance error” and “retinal slip”the responses in the other conditions.
Because no 180 phase shifts were observed, the pre- are dissociated. Because we presented two optokinetic
patterns simultaneously (“transparent motion”), eyediction of retinal slip coding is a systematic decrease
of CS modulation amplitude. However, the fitted changes movements could not compensate for all slip informa-
tion. We have shown that the modulation of complexof amplitudes at TM scatter around zero, and the mean
change is insignificant (Figure 5B, p  0.05). Thus, As spikes in P cells of the flocculus does not change when
an additional flow pattern is added to the optokinetic0, which is in line with the performance error hypothesis.
Note that this finding would also hold if the assumption stimulation. The complex spike modulation does not
change under virtually identical motor conditions (i.e.,of a linear interaction (see previously) is abandoned.
When no contribution of the stationary pattern is found, response gain), despite a considerably different pattern
of retinal slip. This means that the climbing fiber inputany type of interaction, linear or nonlinear, is absent.
At TS, the response is small and often insignificant to the flocculus does not simply represent slip signals
on the retina. Rather, it seems to correspond to the(23/28 neurons; see previously). This is also in agree-
ment with the performance error hypothesis. The eyes difference between the velocity of the eye and the stimu-
lus that triggers the movement. This is equal to theare now fixating a stationary pattern and do so almost
perfectly. Therefore, the performance error is virtu- performance error of the eye. This signal is completely
appropriate to represent errors in the oculomotor behav-ally zero.
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layers of the superior colliculus (DLSC; e.g., Wurtz and
Goldberg, 1971). In the DLSC, the error is not between
stimulus and eye, but rather between actual eye position
and desired eye position. As a consequence, motor error
bursts in the DLSC precede every saccadic eye move-
ment, even in absence of a stimulus.
If the CF input to the flocculus is indeed a teacher
signal, it functions to shape the P cell responses to
mossy fiber input. Therefore, it makes sense from a
functional point of view that the nature of this signal is
motor related rather than being purely sensory. It is
commonly assumed that the role of the floccular output
is to optimize compensatory eye movements. The signal
that teaches this output should therefore not be “con-
taminated” by sensory variation, but should rather repre-
sent the motor task that is to be performed as accurately
as possible. In such a way, the relative simple learning
rules that guide cerebellar LTD can be effective in teach-
ing the correct motor response.
Performance error is related in a one-to-one fashion
to the component in the retinal slip that drives the com-
pensatory eye movement, and actually it may be just
that. This sets the task for the pathways upstream of
the flocculus to filter out all slip components that contain
no information about the quality of the eye movement.
For the stimuli that were used in this paper, such a
mechanism could be reasonably straightforward, be-
cause the retinal slip velocity vector that is caused by
the (irrelevant) stationary pattern is identical to the veloc-
ity of the eye in the head. Therefore, combining a mixed
slip signal with an eye velocity signal could filter out
the contribution of the S pattern slip, and result in the
appropriate pattern selection.
Such a mechanism might take place in the IO itself.
When analyzing complex spikes of P cells, one is actu-Figure 5. Changes (Relative to SP) in CS Modulation as a Result of
ally directly analyzing the output of the IO, because theTransparent Stimulation
efficacy of the CF synapse is so high that each action(A) Phase changes. Only data are shown of significant modulations
potential on a CF results in a complex spike. Thus, com-(TM: N  28; TS: N  5)
(B) Modulation depth (amplitude/mean rate) changes. plex spikes directly reflect IO output.
Both (A) and (B) show individual (thin lines; N  28) and average The nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) and the assessory
(thick) changes with respect to the response to a single optokinetic optic system (AOS) provide the IO with slip signals (Soo-
pattern (SP). The predictions of retinal slip coding are not fulfilled,
dak and Simpson, 1988). Furthermore the nucleus pre-because in none of the recorded neurons the phase changed over
positus hypoglossi (NPH) of the rabbit, which carries180 at TM (dashed line in [A]), and no systematic decrease of
modulation amplitude can be seen (B). Therefore, these data are in both eye position and eye velocity information, has in-
line with the prediction of performance error coding. Note that the hibitory projections directly to the IO (De Zeeuw et al.,
average firing rate of individual cells did not change systematically 1993). Thus, all signals that are required for filtering out
over various conditions.
the stationary background are present at the level of
the IO.
ior of the animal, and to induce the correct learning Nevertheless, as stated previously, such a mechanism
response when the error becomes too large. can only be functional to filter out slip that is due to a
A performance error signal is more motor related than head-stationary stimulus, but is useless for segregation
a purely sensory retinal slip signal is, because it is related between two or more moving stimuli. Responses to such
to the (desired) output of the oculomotor system. Never- stimulation are currently under investigation in our labo-
theless, it is not a motor signal. In order to drive CS ratory. They are necessary to investigate whether the
modulation, the presence of a visual stimulus is required. present findings can be generalized to all stimulus con-
For example, during VOR in the dark, when the eye ditions.
undershoots the head movement, no CS modulation
occurs (for an exception, see Simpson et al., 1999).
Experimental ProceduresUnder these circumstances, the compensatory eye
movements function in an open loop fashion due to the
To determine whether CFs encode retinal slip or performance error,
lack of sensory feedback. This means that no error can we have recorded from P cells in the flocculus of the awake and
be obtained. In this way, performance error is different behaving rabbit, while the animal made eye movements in response
to transparently moving visual stimuli.from the “motor error” signals that are found in the deep
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Animal Preparation The transparent motion conditions were presented in random
order. The total presentation time of all stimuli was roughly 30 min.Eight female Dutch belted rabbits were used for this study. All ani-
mals had implanted search coils in both eyes for eye position re-
cording. A head holder made of acrylic cement was placed on the Histological Verification
skull, and recording chambers were placed directly above the par- After the experiments, the animals were sacrificed, and the electrode
amedian lobule of the cerebellum. The details of these procedures tracks were reconstructed based on histology. All recordings were
have been published elsewhere (Mathoera et al., 1999; Frens et al., positively identified as being from the VA zone of the flocculus.
2000). All surgical procedures, as well as all experimental protocols
described below, are in accordance with the guidelines set by the Data Analysis
Animal Welfare Committee of our university, as well as with the Fifty hertz hum and its harmonics were removed from the raw elec-
principles of laboratory animal care (NIH publication No.86-23; re- trode signal. Subsequently, possible simple and complex spikes
vised 1985). were detected by level discrimination. The height of the level was
dynamic. It was set at three times the average noise level over the
Single Unit Recording previous second. The set of waveforms of the spikes that were thus
We recorded extracellular potentials of single Purkinje cells in alert detected was decomposed into four principal components.
rabbits. We used glass micropipettes without filament (outer diame- Comparing these principal components allowed the filtering out
ter 1.0 mm, tip 3–4 m, impedance 	1 M
) that were filled with a of artifacts and possible spikes from neighboring neurons (Epping
4M NaCl solution. The electrodes were advanced into the flocculus and Eggermont, 1987). The timing of the remaining simple and com-
by means of a motorized micro drive (Fine Science Tools) that was plex spikes was stored for further analysis. On the basis of these
mounted on a small custom-made XY table (Fine Science Tools). timing moments, the CS-SS-pause was determined for each trial.
The XY table was rigidly attached to the recording chamber. The Trials in which this pause was absent were discarded from further
signal from the electrode was amplified, low pass-filtered (10 kHz, analysis. Under our stimulus conditions, rabbits hardly make fast
CyberAmp 380, Axon Instruments), and digitized at a frequency of phases. However, when an occasional fast phase occurred, the
20 kHz (CED 1401, Cambridge Electronics). The data were stored period of the sine during which it occurred was discarded to elimi-
on hard disk for offline analysis. nate possible saccade-related changes of activity.
Units in the vertical axis zone (VA zone) of the flocculus were Subsequently, the CS modulation was related to the stimulus
selected for recording. This is the area where the P cells respond parameters and to the movement parameters of the ipsilateral eye.
to rotations about the vertical axis. A cell was identified as a VA Sine functions were fitted through the spike histograms and the
zone unit by moving a hand-held random dot pattern (40  40 cm) average stimulus and eye slow phase velocity traces. The sine func-
in front of the eye of the rabbit in various directions, while monitoring tion had a fixed frequency of 0.1 Hz. Fits were made using the
the CS activity online (van der Steen et al., 1994). Nelder-Mead simplex method. The response gain was defined as
Only units were selected that provided stable recordings of both the fitted amplitude of the eye velocity trace divided by the amplitude
the simple and the climbing fiber activity. The pause in simple spike of the stimulus velocity trace. All offline analysis was done in Matlab
activity that follows a complex spike (CS-SS-pause) is a good pa- (The Mathworks, USA).
rameter to determine whether one is recording from a single Purkinje
cell. During the experiment, this pause was checked by eye, and Acknowledgments
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